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Learning Goals

• Discuss current thinking about scientific posters

• Understand why posters are unique

• Determine characteristics of good & bad 

posters.

• Create your own effective posters
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Why do so many 

scientific posters suck?
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Example Poster #1
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Example Poster #2

https://scifundchallenge.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/bad_poster_smallest.png



Why do many scientific posters suck?

“….researchers often slap posters together at the last minute 

instead of thinking about the best ways to deliver their 

message and engage their audience.”

Conference Presentations: Lead the Poster Parade, Nature, 2016, https://www.nature.com/articles/nj7614-115a
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https://www.nature.com/articles/nj7614-115a
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Why posters?
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How are they special?
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1) Visual Medium

2) Facilitates Discussion

This presents some important challenges!



#BetterPoster template
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There's a movement 

for better posters at 

science conferences. 

But are they really 

better?



Brief, Basic, but Useful Poster Creation Guides 

from the Disciplinary Literature

How to Design an Outstanding Poster
The Federation of European Biochemical Societies (FEBS) Journal, 2018, DOI: 10.1111/febs.14420

Poster Creation Guidelines and Tips for Success
Nursing, 2017. DOI: 10.1097/01.NURSE.0000512875.68515.8e

Successful Design and Delivery of Professional Poster
Journal of the American Association of Nurse Practitioners, 2017, DOI: 10.1002/2327-6924.12478

Presentations: Billboard Sciences
Nature, 2012, DOI: 10.1038/nj7387-113a

Ten Simple Rules for a Good Poster Presentation 
PLoS Computational Biology, 2007, DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0030102
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https://doi.org/10.1111/febs.14420
https://doi.org/10.1097/01.nurse.0000512875.68515.8e
https://doi.org/10.1002/2327-6924.12478
https://doi.org/10.1038/nj7387-113a
https://dx.doi.org/10.1371%2Fjournal.pcbi.0030102
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http://141.89.112.21/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/poster_template_trauth_1_vs5.png

Template 2
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https://colinpurrington.com/tips/poster-design/

Template 3



Details varied, but every one of these posters had at least:

A) White space with no content

B) A short punchy title 

C) An “introduction” box

D) Multiple useful and impactful visuals

E) Limited text. Less is more

F) Organization is clear to the reader

G) Landscape format
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Follow standard good writing practices.

• Determine your main message

• Think about your audience

• Consider why you are presenting this poster
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Bad 

Poster 

Bingo
By Zen Faulkes

betterposters.blogspot.com

Inspired by: 

http://www.monicametzler.com/ bad-

presentation-bingo/



A few good general formatting practices

• “Hierarchy” indicates significance.

• Limit both color and font choices

• Text in all capitals is hard to read

• Left aligned text is easier to read
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Images, charts, and tables

• Posters = an emphasis on the visual. 

• Images should reflect the poster’s main message

• Keep charts and graphs simple!
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https://www.echorivera.com/blog/anna-clemens-dataviz-presentations



Tools to make a poster with

• PowerPoint

• Adobe Illustrator

• Inkscape
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Presentation Tips

• Don’t read your poster

• Your poster is your presentation visual, use it as such.

• Practice

• Find out details about how your poster will be displayed

• Supplement the content on your poster.

• Advertise your poster

• Think about how to transport your posters

• Dress to match your poster (#extra)
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Help from 

the 

Academic 

Commons
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Poster Templates

• Jefferson Templates: 

http://creative.jefferson.edu/templates/research-poster/

• Better Poster Templates: https://osf.io/6ua4k/

• Purrington’s Templates: 

https://colinpurrington.com/tips/poster-design/

• Butter Poster: https://derekcrowe.net/butterposter
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http://creative.jefferson.edu/templates/research-poster/
https://osf.io/6ua4k/
https://colinpurrington.com/tips/poster-design/
https://derekcrowe.net/butterposter


Want more in-depth information?
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Key Takeaways

• Creating a “good” academic poster should involve careful 

thought and consideration of your messages and goals.

• Posters are a visual medium, and should be created according 

to good visual design principles.

• Posters are designed to facilitate discussion and to be part of 

a carefully crafted presentation.
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Assignment Details
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Option 1: Create a first draft of an academic poster based on an 

article that you have written or that you found/read for a class.

Option 2: Find and thoroughly evaluate 2 academic posters. You 

could also choose to evaluate a poster that you created before this 

workshop.

Pay special attention to criteria from slides 15, 16, 18, & 19.

If you need sample articles or posters remember that the Jefferson Digital 

Commons has many you can use for this assignment. https://jdc.jefferson.edu/


